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ABSTRACT
The systemic administration of morphine affects ventilation via a mixture of central and peripheral actions. The aims of this study were to characterize the
ventilatory responses elicited by a low dose of morphine in conscious rats; to determine whether tolerance develops to these responses; and to determine
the potential roles of peripheral μ-opioid receptors
(μ-ORs) in these responses. Ventilatory parameters
were monitored via unrestrained whole-body plethysmography. Conscious male Sprague-Dawley rats received an intravenous injection of vehicle or the peripherally-restricted μ-OR antagonist, naloxone methiodide (NLXmi), and then three successive injections of morphine (1 mg/kg) given 30 min apart. The
first injection of morphine in vehicle-treated rats elicited an array of ventilatory excitant (i.e., increases in
frequency of breathing, minute volume, respiratory
drive, peak inspiratory and expiratory flows, accompanied by decreases in inspiratory time and end inspiratory pause) and inhibitory (i.e., a decrease in
tidal volume and an increase in expiratory time) responses. Subsequent injections of morphine elicited
progressively and substantially smaller responses.
The pattern of ventilatory responses elicited by the
first injection of morphine was substantially affected
by pretreatment with NLXmi whereas NLXmi minimally affected the development of tolerance to these
responses. Low-dose morphine elicits an array of ventilatory excitant and depressant effects in conscious
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rats that are subject to the development of tolerance.
Many of these initial actions of morphine appear to
involve activation of peripheral μ-ORs whereas the
development of tolerance to these responses does not.
Keywords: Morphine; Minute Ventilation; Tolerance;
Peripheral and Central Opioid Receptors; Conscious Rats

1. INTRODUCTION
Morphine binds with relatively high affinity to μ-opioid
receptors (μ-ORs) and with lesser but relevant affinity to
δ-ORs and κ-ORs [1-5]. Analgesic doses of morphine
depress ventilation in humans via central and peripheral
effects [6,7]. These ventilatory depressant effects are due
to activation of μ-ORs although co-activation of δ-or
κ-ORs modulates these μ-OR-mediated responses [6,7].
Studies in animals have demonstrated that opioids also
depress ventilation via central and peripheral effects [see
8-10] including central [11] and vagal afferent-mediated
[12] depression of ventilatory drive; skeletal muscle rigidity in the chest-wall [13]; and increases in pulmonary
[14] and upper airway [15] resistances. Moreover, activation of central and peripheral µ-ORs blunt the hypoxic
ventilatory response [16], and opioids such morphine
depress the responsiveness of carotid body chemoafferents to hypoxia and hypercapnia [17-19].
The ventilatory-depressant actions of morphine diminish upon repeated injection or continuous infusion in
humans [20-22], pigs [23], rabbits [24], rats [25] and
mice [26,27] although there are reports that a loss of potency does not occur in humans [28], monkeys [29,30] or
rats [31]. Nonetheless, it appears that a loss of the ventilatory-depressant actions of morphine develops more
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readily to higher doses of morphine (e.g., 5 - 10 mg/kg,
i.v.) and that this process has a temporal expression in
that it takes at least 3 - 4 hours to develop [22,24]. If the
above statements are correct, then the ventilatory depressant effects elicited by systemic injections of a lower
dose of morphine should not result in tolerance, or if this
tolerance were to develop, it would not be evident when
repeat injections were given over a relatively short timespan. A confounding factor in designing low-dose studies
is that lower doses of morphine [32,33], dermorphin [34]
and fentanyl [35] can actually stimulate ventilation via
activation of µ-ORs. At present, the relative contributions of central and peripheral µ-ORs to the expression
of the ventilatory excitant effects of morphine have not
been established.
The aims of this study were to 1) characterize the
ventilatory effects elicited by three successive injections
of a low dose of morphine (1 mg/kg, i.v.) in conscious
rats, 2) establish whether these responses are subject to
tolerance, and 3) determine whether the responses elicited by morphine involve activation of peripheral μ-ORs.
The 1 mg/kg dose of morphine was selected because it
elicits analgesia in rodents [36,37] and because of our
preliminary evidence that this dose elicits a mixture of
ventilatory excitant and depressant effects. The present
study used naloxone methiodide (NLXmi), which is a
relatively selective µ-OR receptor antagonist [see 38,39],
and which apparently does not cross the blood-brain
barrier in rodents [40-43]. Evidence that peripheral ORs
are involved in the effects of systemically-injected OR
agonists was provided in studies in mice, which demonstrated that the analgesic and ventilatory depressant effects of morphine, methadone and heroin were reversed by
NLXmi [40,41].

2. METHODS
2.1. Rats and Surgeries
All studies were carried out in accordance with the National Institutes of Health Guide for the Care and Use of
Laboratory Animals (NIH Publication No. 80-23) revised in 1996. The protocols were approved by the Animal Care and Use Committee of the University of Virginia. A total of 42 adult male Sprague-Dawley rats
(Harlan, Madison, WI, USA) were implanted with jugular vein catheters under 2% isoflurane anesthesia. The
rats were allowed 4 days to recover from surgery before
use in the experiments. All catheters were flushed with
phosphate-buffered saline (0.1 M, pH 7.4) at least 4h
before commencement of experiments. All of the studies
were performed in a quiet laboratory with Relative Humidity of 52% ± 2% and Room Temperature of 21.1˚C ±
0.2˚C.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

2.2. Ventilatory Parameters
Ventilatory parameters were continuously recorded (i.e.,
breath by breath) in unrestrained rats by a whole-body
plethysmography system (PLY 3223; BUXCO Incorporated, Wilmington, NC, USA), as described previously
[10,44]. The parameters were 1) frequency of breathing
(Frequency), 2) tidal volume (TV), 3) minute volume
(MV), 4) inspiratory time (Ti), 5) expiratory time (Ti), 6)
peak inspiratory flow (PIF), 7) peak expiratory flow
(PEF), and 8) the ratio of TV/Ti, an index of Respiratory
Drive [45]. The provided software constantly corrected
digitized values for changes in chamber temperature and
humidity and a rejection algorithm was included in the
breath-by-breath analysis to exclude nasal breathing. Due
to the closeness of body weights in the two groups (see
below), ventilatory parameters are presented without
body weight corrections.

2.3. Protocol
The rats were placed in the plethysmography chambers
and given 60 min to acclimatize before commencing the
protocols. Study 1: One group of rats (304 ± 2 g, n = 9)
received an injection of vehicle (saline, i.v.). Another
group (300 ± 4 g, n = 9) received NLXmi (1.5 mg/kg,
i.v.). After 15 min, all rats received an injection of morphine (1 mg/kg, i.v.). After 30 min, all rats received a
second injection of morphine (1 mg/kg, i.v.) and after 30
min, a third injection of morphine (1 mg/kg, i.v.). Study 2:
Two groups of rats (n = 6 per group) underwent the exact
same procedures as described above except that the dose
of NLXmi used was 0.5 mg/kg, i.v. Study 3: Two groups
of rats (n = 6 per group) underwent the same procedures
except that the dose of NLXmi used was 3 mg/kg, i.v.

2.4. Drugs
Injectable (liquid) (+)-morphine sulfate (10 mg/ml) was
from Baxter Healthcare Corporation (Deerfield, IL, USA).
Naloxone methiodide powder was from Sigma (St. Louis,
MO, USA).

2.5. Statistics
Recorded data (1 min bins) and derived parameters, Tidal
Volume/Inspiratory Time and Response Area (cumulative
arithmetic changes from pre-injection values) determined
from the 1 min data bins, were taken for data analyses.
The pre-drug 1 min bins excluded occasional marked
deviations from resting (>3 standard deviations) due to
movements or scratching by the rats. This ensured accurate determinations of baseline parameters and calculations of changes elicited by the drugs. The data are presented as mean ± SEM and were analyzed by one-way or
two-way ANOVA followed by Student’s modified t test
with Bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons
OJMIP
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between means [46]. A value of P < 0.05 denoted statistical significance.

3. RESULTS
3.1. General Statement
The following sections detail the results from Study 1,
which used 1.5 mg/kg of NLXmi. The 0.5 mg/kg dose of
NLXmi elicited substantially smaller inhibitory effects
against the ventilatory actions of morphine than 1.5
mg/kg of NLXmi whereas 3 mg/kg of NLXmi elicited
virtually identical effects to those of 1.5 mg/kg (data not
shown). As such, it is tentatively concluded that complete relatively blockade of peripheral µ-ORs was achieved with the 1.5 mg/kg dose of NLXmi.

3.2. Resting Ventilatory Parameters
Resting ventilatory parameters recorded prior tothe injection of vehicle or NLXmi are summarized in Table 1.
There were no between-group differences in any ventilatory parameter (P > 0.05, for all comparisons).

3.3. Effects of Vehicle or and NLXmi on Baseline
Parameters
The injection of vehicle (saline) elicited minimal changes
in ventilatory parameters (Figures 1-4). In contrast,
NLXmi elicited transient changes in some parameters
(values in parentheses reflect maximal changes) including increases in Frequency (+43 ± 13 breaths/min, P <
0.05), and MV (+47 ± 16 mls/min, P < 0.05), and decreases in Ti (−0.4 ± 0.1 sec, P < 0.05) and Te (−0.7 ±
0.2 sec, P < 0.05). All of the NLXmi-induced responses
resolved before the first dose of morphine was given (Figures 1-4 and Table 1, column denoted Pre 1). It should
be noted that there were no overt behaviors elicited by
the injections of NLXmi (at any of the above doses).

3.4. Effects of Morphine on Ventilatory
Parameters in Vehicle or
NLXmi-Treated Rats
3.4.1. Frequency
Injection 1 of morphine (Inj-1m) in vehicle-treated (VEH)
rats (see Figure 1) transiently decreased Frequency (−13
± 3 breaths/min). As seen in Figure 1 and Table 1 (see
columns denoted “Max” for actual values), this drop in
Frequency rapidly reversed to an increase (+70 ± 12
breaths/min) that was sustained until Inj-2m was given
(Table 2, column “Injection 2, pre”). Inj-2m in VEH rats
elicited a transient decrease in Frequency (−35 ± 9
breaths/min) whereas Inj-3melicited a minimal response
(Table 1, columns denoted “Max” for actual values). As
such, resting Frequency remained elevated after the first
and each subsequent injection of morphine (Table 1, coCopyright © 2013 SciRes.
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lumns denoted “pre”). Inj-1m in NLXmi-treated (NLXmi)
rats (Figure 1) elicited an immediate increase in Frequency (+82 ± 19 breaths/min)that was sustained until
Inj-2m was given (Table 1, column denoted “Injection 2,
pre”). Inj-2m elicited a transient fall in Frequency (−43 ±
8 breaths/min) that was similar to that in VEH rats (P <
0.05) whereas Inj-3m elicited minimal responses (Table
1, columns denoted “Max”). Inj-1m elicited a cumulative
increase in Frequency in VEH rats (Table 2). Inj-2m
elicited a minor cumulative decrease in Frequency whereas
Inj-3m did not elicit a response. Inj-1m elicited a greater
cumulative increase in Frequency in NLXmi rats than in
VEH rats. Cumulative responses elicited by Injs-2m and
-3m in NLXmi rats were equal to those in VEH rats.
3.4.2. Tidal Volume
Inj-1m in VEH rats (Figure 1 and Table 1) elicited a
transient decrease in TV (−0.8 ± 0.2 mls) that resolved
before Inj-2m was given. Injs-2m and -3m elicited smaller transient falls in TV (−0.4 ± 0.1 and −0.3 ± 0.1 mls,
respectively). Inj-1m in NLXmi rats (Figure 1, Table 1)
elicited an immediate decrease in TV (unlike the delayed
fall in VEH rats) of similar magnitude (−0.5 ± 0.1 mls,)
to that in VEH rats (P < 0.05). Injs-2m and -3m elicited
similar responses (−0.7 ± 0.1 and −0.6 ± 0. 2 mls, respectively (P < 0.05) to those in VEH rats. Inj-1m elicited a cumulative decrease in TV in VEH rats. Injs-2m
and -3m elicited smaller cumulative decreases (Table 2).
Inj-1m elicited a smaller cumulative decrease in TV in
NLXmi rats than in VEH rats (due to differences in resting values), whereas the cumulative responses elicited by
Injs-2m and -3m were similar to those in VEH rats.
3.4.3. Minute Volume
Inj-1m in VEH rats (Figure 1 and Table 1) elicited a
gradual increase in MV (+119 ± 24 mls/min), which was
sustained at the time-point (+30 min) when Inj-2m was
given. In contrast, Injs-2m and -3m elicited transient falls
in MV (−125 ± 26 and −71 ± 10 mls/min, respectively).
As such, MV remained elevated after the first and subsequent injections of morphine. Inj-1m in NLXmi rats
(Figure 1 and Table 1) elicited a gradual and sustained
increase in MV (+161 ± 23 mls/min), which was similar
in magnitude to that in VEH rats (P > 0.05). Injs-2m and
-3m elicited similar decreases to those in VEHrats (−144
± 27 and −70 ± 12 mls/min, respectively). Inj-1m elicited
a cumulative increase in MV in VEH rats (Table 2),
whereas Injs-2m and -3m elicited cumulative decreases.
Cumulative responses in NLXmi rats were similar to
those in VEH rats.
3.4.4. Inspiratory Time
Inj-1m in VEH rats (Figure 2 and Table 1) elicited a
OJMIP
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Table 1. Ventilatory parameters during various stages of the experiment.
Injection 1

Injection 2

Injection 3

Parameter

Group

Pre

Pre 1

Max

Pre 2

Max

Pre 3

Max

Frequency

Vehicle

108 ± 8

101 ± 8

178 ± 14†

172 ± 21*

137 ± 7†

159 ± 11*

140 ± 14

NLXmi

100 ± 8

102 ± 9

184 ± 23†

173 ± 14*

130 ± 9†

Tidal Volume
Minute Volume
Inspiratory Time

EIP
TV/Ti

2.7 ± 0.2

1.9 ± 0.2

2.4 ± 0.2

2.0 ± 0.1

2.4 ± 0.1

2.1 ± 0.1†

NLXmi

2.5 ± 0.2

2.4 ± 0.2

1.9 ± 0.2†

2.4 ± 0.2

1.7 ± 0.1†

2.6 ± 0.2

2.0 ± 0.3†

†

*

406 ± 37

†

281 ± 13

*

397 ± 35*

253 ± 9†

Vehicle

277 ± 23

290 ± 29

409 ± 43

NLXmi

253 ± 22

273 ± 22

434 ± 36†

Vehicle

0.19 ± 0.03
0.21 ± 0.02

0.23 ± 0.03
0.21 ± 0.02

†

0.18 ± 0.02

†

0.16 ± 0.01

*

0.23 ± 0.02

*

0.14 ± 0.01
0.11 ± 0.01

†

303 ± 8†

382 ± 22*

311 ± 25†

†

0.19 ± 0.02

0.14 ± 0.02†

†

0.18 ± 0.02

0.13 ± 0.01†

*

0.22 ± 0.02

0.14 ± 0.01
0.11 ± 0.01

374 ± 19

Vehicle

0.36 ± 0.05

0.40 ± 0.06

0.22 ± 0.02

0.27 ± 0.03

0.22 ± 0.02

NLXmi

0.39 ± 0.03

0.36 ± 0.02

0.24 ± 0.03†

0.26 ± 0.02*

0.41 ± 0.05†‡

0.25 ± 0.02*

0.23 ± 0.02

Vehicle

7.6 ± 0.7

7.4 ± 0.3

4.7 ± 0.3†

7.9 ± 0.6

5.4 ± 0.2†

8.9 ± 0.9

6.0 ± 0.5†

NLXmi

8.0 ± 0.6

8.3 ± 0.4

5.2 ± 0.3†

7.7 ± 0.5

4.9 ± 0.2†

8.2 ± 0. 5

5.3 ± 0.05†

13.8 ± 0.8

14.1 ± 1.2‡

Vehicle

14.1 ± 1.7

13.1 ± 2.1

21.8 ± 1.9

†

15.3 ± 1.6

9.0 ± 1.0
NLXmi

12.6 ± 1.5

11.2 ± 1.3

19.9 ± 1.2

†

17.8 ± 1.4

Vehicle
NLXmi
Vehicle
NLXmi

21 ± 3
19 ± 2
12 ± 1
11 ± 1

*

15.4 ± 1.2

‡

10.6 ± 0.6

†

23.6 ± 1.5

10.7 ± 0.9†
15.7 ± 1.4

9.7 ± 0.3†

10.9 ± 1.1

PEF

150 ± 13

2.6 ± 0.2

†

PIF

155 ± 10*

†

Vehicle

NLXmi
Expiratory Time

†

*

18.0 ± 1.0
11.1 ± 0.6†

18 ± 2

46 ± 3†

23 ± 3

30 ± 2†

21 ± 1

24 ± 2†

19 ± 2

45 ± 4

†

27 ± 2

*

†‡

24 ± 2

35 ± 3†‡

40 ± 3

†

17 ± 2

*

†

16 ± 1

*

21 ± 2†

34 ± 3

†

17 ± 3

*

17 ± 2

*

27 ± 4†

12 ± 1
12 ± 1

49 ± 2

26 ± 2
37 ± 3

†,‡

Data are shown as mean ± SEM. There were nine rats in each group. *P < 0.05, significant change in baseline from Pre values. †P < 0.05, significant response;
‡
P < 0.05, NLXmi versus vehicle. Pre values represent parameters immediately before the injection of each dose of morphine (mean ± SEM of the values recorded over the 5 min preceding each injection of morphine) and the maximum responses elicited by each dose of morphine are summarized in Table 1. The
column denoted Pre 1 summarizes the mean ± SEM of values recorded 11 - 15 min following injection of vehicle or NLXmi. The columns denoted Pre 2 and
Pre 3 summarize the mean ± SEM of values recorded 26 - 30 min following injection 1 and 2 of morphine (i.e., 5-0 min before injections 2 and 3, respectively).

transient decrease in Ti (−0.9 ± 0.2 sec) that resolved
before Inj-2m was given. Injs-2m and -3m also elicited
transient decrease sin Ti (−0.4 ± 0.1 and −0.5 ± 0.2 sec,
respectively). Injs1-3m in NLXmi rats (Figure 2 and
Table 1) also elicited decreases in Ti (−1.0 ± 0.2, −0.5 ±
0.1, and −0.5 ± 0.1 sec, respectively) that were similar in
magnitude to those in VEH rats (P > 0.05). As seen in
Table 2, Inj-1m elicited similar cumulative decrease in
Ti in VEH or NLXmi rats. Injs-2m and -3m did not elicit
cumulative changes in Ti in VEH or NLXmi rats.
3.4.5. Expiratory Time
Inj-1m in VEH rats (Figure 2 and Table 1)elicited a
transient increase in Te (+0.22 ± 0.04 sec) that reversed
to a fall (−0.14 ± 0.02 sec), which was still present when
Inj-2m was given. Injs-2m and -3m elicited negligible
responses (−0.4 ± 0.2 and 0.0 ± 0.2 sec, respectively). As
such, Te remained decreased compared to pre-vehicle
injection levels after each injection of morphine. Inj-1m
in NLXmi rats (Figure 2 and Table 1) did not elicit the
initial increase in Te (+0.3 ± 0.2 sec) as was observed in
VEH rats. Instead, Te gradually fell (−0.12 ± 0.02 sec) to
levels similar to those in VEH rats. Inj-2m in NLXmi
rats elicited a transient increase in Te (+0.15 ± 0.04 sec)
whereas Inj-3 elicited a negligible response. As seen in
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

Table 2, Inj-1m elicited a cumulative decrease in Te in
VEH rats whereas Injs-2m and -3m elicited negligible
responses. Inj-1m elicited a greater cumulative decrease
in Te in NLXmi rats than in VEH rats. Injs-2m and -3m
elicited negligible cumulative changes in NLXmi rats.
3.4.6. End Inspiratory Pause
Inj-1m in VEH rats (Figure 2 and Table 1) elicited a
decrease in EIP (−2.6 ± 0.3 msec) that resolved by the
time Inj-2m was administered. Injs-2m and -3m of morphine elicited similar peak decreases as elicited by inj-1
(−2.5 ± 0.4 and −2.9 ± 0.3 msec, respectively, P < 0.05)
that resolved somewhat quicker than that of Inj-1m.
Injs-2m and -3m in NLXmi rats (Figure 2 and Table 1)
elicited decreases in EIP (−2.5 ± 0.4 and −2.9 ± 0.3 msec,
respectively) that were similar in magnitude to those in
VEH rats (P > 0.05). As seen in Table 2, Inj-1m elicited
a cumulative decrease in EIP in VEHrats whereas Injs2m and -3m elicited smaller cumulative responses. The
cumulative responses in NLXmi rats were similar to
those inVEH rats.
3.4.7. Respiratory Drive (TV/Ti)
Inj-1m in VEH rats (Figure 3 and Table 1) elicited a
OJMIP
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Figure 1. Frequency of breathing (top panel), tidal volume (middle panel) and minute volume (bottom panel)before (pre) and
following bolus injections of vehicle or naloxone methiodide (NLXmi, 1.5 mg/kg, i.v.) and subsequent injections of morphine
(1.0 mg/kg, i.v). The data are presented as mean ± SEM. There were 9 rats in each group.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 2. Inspiratory time (top panel), expiratory time (middle panel) and end inspiratory pause (bottom panel) before (pre) and
following bolus injections of vehicle or naloxone methiodide (NLXmi, 1.5 mg/kg, i.v.) and subsequent injections of morphine (1.0
mg/kg, IV). The data are presented as mean ± SEM. There were 9 rats in each group.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Figure 3. Respiratory drive (tidal volume/inspiratory time) before (pre) and following bolus injections of vehicle or
naloxone methiodide (NLXmi, 1.5 mg/kg, i.v.) and subsequent injections of morphine (1.0 mg/kg, IV). The data are
presented as mean ± SEM. There were 9 rats in each group.

Figure 4. Peak inspiratory flow (top panel) and peak expiratory flow (bottom panel) before (pre) and following bolus
injections of vehicle or naloxone methiodide (NLXmi, 1.5 mg/kg, i.v.) and subsequent injections of morphine (1.0
mg/kg, i.v.). The data are presented as mean ± SEM. There were 9 rats in each group.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Table 2. Cumulative responses elicited by injections of vehicle or morphine (1 mg/kg, IV).
Cumulative Responses
Parameter
Frequency, (breaths/min) × min

Tidal volume (mls) × min

Minute volume (mls/min) × min

Inspiratory time (sec) × min

Expiratory time (sec) × min

End inspiratory pause (msec) × min

Tidal volume/Inspiratory time × min

Peak inspiratory flow (mls/sec) × min

Peak expiratory flow (mls/sec) × min

Group
Vehicle

Injection 1

Injection 2
*

*†

+1019 ± 121

NLXmi

+1527 ± 180

Vehicle

−9.1 ± 1.3*

NLXmi

−5.2 ± 0.7*†
*

Injection 3

−78 ± 12

*‡

−9 ± 6‡

−83 ± 16

*‡

−10 ± 6‡

−4.2 ± 0.5*‡

−2.7 ± 0.4*‡

−4.0 ± 0.4*

−4.0 ± 0.5*
*‡

−1687 ± 159

−764 ± 84*‡

−1599 ± 185*

−867 ± 92*‡

Vehicle

+1128 ± 127

NLXmi

+1433 ± 157*

Vehicle

−1.5 ± 0.2

NLXmi

−1.3 ± 0.2*

Vehicle

−2.2 ± 0.3

NLXmi

−3.4 ± 0.3*†

Vehicle

−26 ± 3

−9 ± 2

NLXmi

−38 ± 5*

−13 ± 2*‡

−11 ± 2*,‡

−96 ± 5

−33 ± 9*‡

*

*

*

*

‡

+0.3 ± 0.1‡

+0.2 ± 0.2‡

+0.1 ± 0.1‡

‡

+0.5 ± 0.3‡

+0.1 ± 0.3‡

−0.4 ± 0.2‡

+0.2 ± 0.2

+0.1 ± 0.4
*‡

*‡

−12 ± 3*‡

Vehicle

+27 ± 6

NLXmi

+80 ± 16*†

−85 ± 17*‡

−31 ± 8*‡

Vehicle

+179 ± 21*

−57 ± 9*,‡

−7 ± 4‡

NLXmi

+160 ± 18

*

*‡

−63 ± 8

−6 ± 3‡

Vehicle

+290 ± 33*

+14 ± 2*‡

+5 ± 3‡

NLXmi

*†

*‡

+7 ± 3‡

+158 ± 17

+22 ± 3

Data are shown as mean ± SEM. There were nine rats in each group. *P < 0.05, significant response area. †P < 0.05, NLXmi versus vehicle. ‡P < 0.05, injections
2 or 3 versus injection 1.

transient (i.e., 5 - 7 min) increase in TV/Ti (+8.1 ± 1.2
mls/sec at + 2 min). This was due predominantly to the
increase in TV/Ti was followed by a brief decrease (−4.1
± 0.6 mls/sec at +13 min) due entirely to a decrease in
TVsince Ti was minimally affected (see Figure 2). Inj2m did not elicit an initial increase (+0.1 ± 0.5 mls/sec at
+2 min, P > 0.05) but did elicit a subsequent decrease
(−4.9 ± 0.5 mls/sec at +7 min, P < 0.05). Inj-3m did not
elicit an initial increase (+0.3 ± 0.3 mls/sec at +2 min, P
> 0.05) but did elicit a subsequent decrease (−3.1 ± 0.4
mls/sec at +7 min, P < 0.05). Inj-1m elicited a similar
increase in TV/Ti in NLXmi rats(+8.1 ± 1.2 mls/sec) as
in VEH rats (P < 0.05) although a secondary decrease
was not observed (−0.3 ± 0.4 mls/sec at +9 min), perhaps
because of the lower resting baseline prior to injection
(Figure 3 and Table 1). Inj-2m elicited a greater increase
in TV/Ti in NLXmi rats (+4.8 ± 0.4 mls/sec at +1 min)
than in VEH rats (P < 0.05) whereas the secondary decrease (−8.1 ± 0.8 mls/sec at +7 min) was slightly greater
than in VEH rats (P < 0.05). Inj-3m elicited a similar
minimal increase in TV/Ti in NLXmi rats (+1.3 ± 0.6
mls/sec at +1 min) than in VEH rats (P < 0.05) whereas
the secondary decrease (−4.6 ± 0.5 mls/sec at +5 min)
was equal to than in VEH rats (P > 0.05). As seen in Table 2, inj-1m elicited a cumulative increase in TV/Ti in
VEH rats whereas Injs-2m and -3m elicited substantial
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

decreases (Inj-3 < Inj-2, P < 0.05). The cumulative response elicited by Inj-1m in NLXmi rats was greater than
in VEH rats whereas the decreases elicited by Injs-2m
and -3m were similar to those in VEH rats.
3.4.8. Peak Inspiratory Flow
Inj-1m in VEH rats (Figure 4 and Table 1) elicited a
transient increase in PIF (+28 ± 4 mls/sec). Inj-2m (+7 ±
2 mls/sec) and Inj-3m (+3 ± 2 mls/sec) elicited substantially smaller responses. Inj-1m in NLXmi rats (Figure 4
and Table 1) elicited a similar increase in PIF (+26 ± 5
mls/sec) to that in VEH rats (P > 0.05). Injs-2m and -3m
elicited increases (+22 ± 3 and +11 ± 3 mls/sec, respectively) that were greater than in VEH rats (P < 0.05, for
both comparisons). As seen in Table 2, Inj-1m elicited a
cumulative increase in PIF in VEH rats whereas Injs-2m
and -3m elicited progressively smaller cumulative decreases. The cumulative responses elicited by injs-1m,
-2m and -3m in NLXmi rats were similar to those in
VEH rats.
3.4.9. Peak Expiratory Flow
Inj-1m in VEH rats (Figure 4 and Table 1) elicited a
transient increase in PEF (+28 ± 4 mls/sec). Inj-2m (+9 ±
2 mls/sec) and Inj-3m (+5 ± 2 mls/sec) elicited substantially smaller responses. PEF remained at values slightly
OJMIP
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higher than pre-vehicle levels after each injection. Inj-1m
in NLXmi rats (Figure 4 and Table 1) elicited a similar
peak increase in PEF (+22 ± 3 mls/sec) to that in VEH
rats. However, Inj-2m elicited a somewhat greater increase (+20 ± 3 mls/sec) than in VEH rats (P < 0.05)
whereas Inj-3m elicited an increase (+10 ± 3 mls/sec)
that was similar to that in VEH rats (P > 0.05). Inj-1m
elicited a cumulative increase in PEF in VEH rats whereas
Injs-2m and -3m elicited progressively smaller cumulative responses (Table 2). The cumulative response elicited by Inj-1m in NLXmi rats was smaller than in VEH
rats whereas those elicited by Inj-2m and -3m were similar to VEH rats.

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Ventilatory Responses Elicited by NLXmi
NLXmi elicited a transient increase in frequency of
breathing that was associated with minor decreases in TV.
These changes resulted in a relatively minor increase in
MV. Although it is possible that NLXmi indirectly affected ventilation by altering the state of arousal, no differences in behavior between VEH and NLXmi rats were
observed. This is consistent with evidence that NLXmi
does not enter the central nervous system [40-43]. Based
on the known receptor pharmacology of NLXmi, that is
preference for μ-ORs but with some activity at δ-Ors. see
[38,39], the ventilatory responses elicited by NLXmi are
consistent with the possibility that endogenous morphine
[47] and opioid peptides (e.g., endomorphins, enkaphalins) with activity at μ- and/or δ-ORs [9,48,49] play a
tonic role in the peripheral (e.g., carotid body) control of
breathing [7,9].

4.2. Morphineresponses-Tolerance and Role of
Central and Peripheral Opioid Receptors
Lower doses of opioids such as morphine, [D-Pen2, DPen5] enkephalin, dermorphin and fentanyl stimulate
ventilation via effects blocked by systemic injection of
the centrally-penetrant µ-OR preferring antagonist, naloxone [32,33,35]. In our study, Inj-1m elicited a gradual
and sustained increase in Frequency in VEH rats whereas
it elicited an immediate increase and sustained increase
in NLXmi rats. Taken together, our results suggest that
the ability of morphine to increase Frequency is due to
activation of central µ-and/or δ-ORs and that activation
of peripheral µ-and/or δ-ORs masks these central actions.
Inj-2m elicited a substantial but relatively transient decrease in Frequency in VEH rats whereas Inj-3m elicited
a minor decrease. Since these responses were virtually
identical in NLXmi rats, it appears that the ability of
Inj-2m to decrease Frequency was due to activation of
central µ-and/or δ-ORs, which would be different in
terms of cell location from those that increase Frequency.
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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Specifically, the predominant pre-synaptic localization of
µ-ORs [50] raises the possibility that the Inj-1m increases Frequency by inhibiting the activity of central pathways that suppress the tonic firing of neurons driving
ventilation. In contrast, Inj-2mmay transiently inhibit the
activity of central pathways that excite these neurons or
those mediating the tonic increase in activity. Since baseline Frequency remained elevated throughout the study,
it is evident that the mechanisms driving Frequency are
not readily subject to the development of tolerance. Although the mechanisms which allow morphine to elicit
transient decrease in ventilation in the face of elevated
respiratory frequency are not known, it is evident that
they are subject to tolerance. These findings suggest that
ORs mediating the excitatory and inhibitory effects of
morphine on Frequency are differentially susceptible to
desensitization.
The above changes in Frequency were associated with
equally complex changes in Ti and Te. The first injection
of morphine elicited a prompt decrease in Ti (inspiration
was more rapid) of about 10 min in duration. The initial
decrease in Ti is consistent with the increased frequency
of breathing and suggests that morphine did not initially
inhibit the mechanisms responsible for accelerating active inspiration. However, whereas the increase in Frequency was sustained, the decrease in Ti was not. As
such, it is possible that morphine gradually impairs the
systems accelerating active inspiratory timing. Since the
sustained increase in Frequency was associated with a
sustained decrease in Te, it appears that the predominant
effect on respiratory timing during the sustained phase of
increased frequency was to elicit more rapid expiration.
It should be noted that the initial increases in Frequency
were accompanied by an equally prompt increase rather
than a decrease in Te of 6 - 7 min in duration. The increase in Te may involve the propensity of morphine to
increase airways resistance that manifests particularly
during passive exhalation [14,15]. The findings that the
ability of morphine to transiently decrease Ti was subject
to tolerance and that the pattern of responses elicited by
Injs1-3m was similar in the NLX mi rats suggests that
morphine-induced acceleration of inspiration was due to
activation of central µ-and/or δ-ORs that were subject to
rapid desensitization. The initial increase in Te elicited
by the Inj-1m in VEH rats was not elicited by subsequent
injections. The finding that this initial increase was absent in NLXmi rats suggests that the loss of the ability of
morphine to lengthen Te was due to desensitization of
peripheral µ-and/or δ-ORs. In contrast, the sustained ability of morphine to decrease Te in VEH and NLX mi rats
suggests that the central µ-and/or δ-ORs driving active
expiration are not readily subject to desensitization. Moreover, that Inj-2m elicited a transient increase in Te in
NLX mi rats argues that blockade of peripheral µ- and/or
OJMIP
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δ-ORs allows morphine to lengthen respiratory duration
by actions on µ- and/or δ-ORs in the brain. The observation that Inj-3m did not elicit this response in NLXmi
rats is evidence that µ- and/or δ-ORs mediating this effect
of expiratory timing are also subject to down-regulation.
The findings that Inj-1m in VEH rats increased EIP (delay between the end of inspiration and the start of expiration) and that this increase was not affected by NLXmi,
is consistent with morphine inhibiting the central timing
of breathing. Moreover, the finding that the ability of
subsequent injections to diminish EIP was markedly and
equally diminished in the VEH or NLXmi rats again
suggest that that tolerance to this effect of morphine is
due to the desensitization/down- regulation of central µand/or δ-ORs.
In contrast to the complex changes in Frequency,
morphine consistently decreased TV in VEH and NLXmi
rats. Although the ability of morphine to maximally decrease TV was not subject to tolerance in VEH rats (i.e.,
the peak responses elicited by Injs1-3m were similar to
one another), the overall (cumulative) decreases in TV
elicited by Injs-2m and -3m were progressively and substantially smaller than that of Inj-1m. The ability of NLX
mi to attenuate the cumulative (but not the initial maximal) decrease in TV elicited by Inj-1m implicates peripheral ORs and perhaps those within the neuromuscular
system controlling TV. However, Injs-2m and -3m in
NLX mi rats elicited similarly diminished responses to
those in VEH rats. Since NLX mi minimally affected the
responses elicited by Inj-1m and did not affect the development of tolerance to these responses, it is evident
that blockade of peripheral µ- and/or δ-ORs is not sufficient to block the initial decreases in TV or the desensitization/down-regulation of ORs that mediate these responses. Taken together, it is likely the ability of morphine to decrease TV is due to activation of central µand/or δ-ORs and that development of tolerance is due
desensitization/down-regulation of these receptors.
The changes in MV elicited by the injections of morphine highlight the complex nature of the ventilatory
pattern elicited by the opioid agonist, and if looked at in
isolation, would not ascribe a role of peripheral ORs in
these responses. Specifically, Inj-1m elicited a gradual
and sustained increase in MV that was qualitatively and
quantitatively similar in VEH and NLX mi rats whereas
subsequent injections elicited transient decreases in MV
that were also very similar in both groups. The lack of
change in MV over the first 5 min in VEH rats following
Inj-1m was due to lack of changes in Frequency and TV
whereas the lack of change in MV at 10 - 15 min was
due to relatively equivalent increases in Frequency and
decreases in TV. The increases in MV between 15 - 30
min were due solely to the increase in Frequency since
TV recovered to pre-injection levels. In contrast, the lack
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.

of change in MV over the first 15 min in NLXmi rats
was due to robust increases in Frequency being counter
balanced by equally robust decreases in TV. As in the
VEH rats, the increase in MV was due entirely to the
increase in Frequency. The ability of subsequent injections of morphine to depress ventilatory function are
clearly supported by the findings that Inj-2m, and to a
much lesser degree Inj-3m, elicited decreases in MV. The
findings that the responses elicited by Injs2-3m were
virtually identical in VEH and NLXmi rats supports the
above contention that the decreases in MV (via decreases
in Frequency and TV) involves central µ- and/or δ-ORs
and that development of tolerance is due the desensitization/down-regulation of these receptors.
The finding that Inj-1m in VEH rats elicited a relatively transient but nevertheless robust increase in TV/Ti,
an index of Respiratory Drive [45], clearly supports the
concept that a low dose of morphine can increase ventilatory drive. However, the change in this ratio may be
somewhat misleading since both TV and Ti decreased.
However, since the decrease in TV was relatively less
than the decrease in Ti, it at appears that morphine recruited mechanisms designed to limit the ventilatory depressant effects of the opioid. Since the initial increase in
Respiratory Drive was similar in VEH and NLXmi rats,
it is apparent that this phenomenon is due to activation of
central µ- and/or δ-ORs. One interesting finding was that
whereas Inj-2m did not elicit an initial increase in Respiratory Drive in VEH rats, a relatively robust increase
(due to maintenance of TV coupled to a decrease in Ti)
was observed in NLX mi rats. This finding suggests that
blockade of peripheral µ- and/or δ-OR sallows for the
robust increase in Respiratory Drive. The initial morphine-induced increases in Respiratory Drive in VEH
rats were followed by brief decreases (due principally to
the decrease in TV). As expected from the changes in TV
and Ti in the VEH or NLXmi rats, it was evident that
these cumulative decreases diminished with each injection of morphine and that the response patterns were not
affected by NLXmi. This supports the contention that
central µ- and/or δ-Ors are critically involved in mediating the depressant effects of morphine on Respiratory
Drive and that these receptors are subject to desensitization. Finally, whereas Inj-1m substantially increased PIF
and PEF in VEH rats, subsequent injections elicited substantially and progressively smaller responses. Again,
this is a clear demonstration that tolerance can develop
rapidly to the ventilatory excitatory actions of a low dose
of morphine. Since NLXmi did not affect the responses
elicited by Inj-1m or development of tolerance to these
responses it is evident that blockade of peripheral µand/or δ-Ors (including those within the neuromusculature of the chest and wall and diaphragm) is not sufficient to block the initial actions of morphine, or the deOJMIP
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sensitization and/or down-regulation of the presumably
central ORs that mediate the increases PIF and PEF.

4.3. Potential Mechanisms Responsible for the
Development of Tolerance
Although there is a direct relationship between the efficacy of μ-OR agonists and development of tolerance,
morphine produces greater tolerance than other opioids
of similar efficacy [50]. Since this enhanced tolerance
occurs despite morphine not efficiently promoting the
removal of μ-ORs from the plasma membranes of cells,
(i.e., down-regulation) [51,52], it would appear that
intracellular cascades promoting the loss of efficacy of
μ-ORs (i.e., desensitization) are involved [50]. Although
the mechanisms responsible for the (putative) desensitization of μ-ORs responsible for the ventilatory and excitatory effects of morphine have not been established,
numerous molecular mechanisms are known to contribute to the desensitization of these receptors [50,53-55].
We recently provided evidence that co-activation of μand δ-ORs elicits tolerance to morphine-induced ventilatory depression via generation of peroxynitrite [10]. It
should be noted that mechanisms that down-regulate the
effects of morphine may be unique and not pertain to
those down-regulating the efficacy of more selective/
potent µ-OR agonists such as fentanyl [50].

4.4. Are the Effects of NLXmi on
Morphine-Induced Ventilatory Responses
Necessarily Peripheral?
Compelling evidence exists that NLXmi does not cross
the blood-brain barrier in rodents after peripheral administration [40-43]. This evidence includes that 1) subcutaneous injection of NLXmi (10 mg/kg) did not affect the
antinociceptive effects of morphine given centrally in
rats whereas a lesser dose of NLX (1 mg/kg) had substantial effects [42], and 2) a large subcutaneous dose of
NLXmi (100 mg/kg) did not precipitate withdrawal symptoms in morphine-tolerant mice whereas a lower dose
of NLX (3 mg/kg) elicited pronounced withdrawal behaviors [40]. Accordingly, it is tempting to assume that
NLXmi modify the ventilatory effects of morphinevia
blockade of µ1,2-ORs in peripheral structures such as the
carotid bodies. The present findings certainly support
evidence that the ventilatory depressant effects of opioids
involve activation of peripheral ORs [see 40,41]. However, it should be recognized that the ventilatory effects
of systemically-injected OR agonists and antagonists
may involve actions on ORs in brain structures devoid of
a blood-brain barrier such as the area postrema. see
[56,57], sites that would be readily accessible to NLXmi.
These structures express neuronal µ-, δ-and κ-ORs
[58-61], and direct injections of opioid receptor agonists
Copyright © 2013 SciRes.
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into these structures elicit physiological responses [6264]. A clear example of a role of circumventricular organs in the actions of opioids and NLXmi arises from
findings that emesis in ferrets elicited by subcutaneous
injection of the µ-OR agonist, loperamide (0.5 mg/kg),
was equally abolished by prior subcutaneous injections
of a 1 mg/kg dose of or NLXmi (or the centrally penetrant opioid receptor antagonist, naloxone), or by prior
ablation of the area postrema [62]. The effects of direct
injections of opioids into circum ventricular organs on
ventilatory parameters have not been reported. Nonetheless, these structures are involved in ventilatory control
[65-67]. As such, the ventilatory actions of morphine
(both excitatory and inhibitory) may involve direct effects on ORs in the circum ventricular organs that would
also be accessible to NLXmi.

5. CONCLUSION
Inj-1 of low-dose morphine (1 mg/kg, i.v.) in VEH rats
elicited ventilatory excitant responses such as increases
in Frequency (accompanied by decreases in Ti and EIP),
MV, Respiratory Drive, PIF and PEF. This injection also
elicited ventilatory inhibitory responses such as a decrease in TV and an increase in Te. The observation that
subsequent injections of morphine elicited progressively
smaller responses suggests that tolerance occurred and
that this phenomenon elicited by low doses of morphine
occurred in a relatively rapid manner. Since the pattern
of responses elicited by Inj-1m was substantially affected
by pretreatment with NLX mi, it appears that peripheral
µ-ORs are involved in these responses. However, since
NLX mi minimally affected the development of tolerance to these responses, it appears that tolerance involves
the loss of function of central μ-ORs. The molecular
mechanisms underlying the development of tolerance to
the ventilatory actions of low doses of morphine remain
to be established see [50]. Moreover, since morphine
depresses the ventilatory responses to hypoxia and/hypercapnia in man and animals via actions in the brain and
carotid bodies [7,68], the possibility that the effects of
low doses of morphine affect ventilatory parameters “indirectly” via actions on cell systems designed to respond
to changes in arterial blood gas status cannot be discounted.
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